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Abstract. In this paper1, we study a parallel version of Galton-Watson
processes for the random generation of tree-shaped structures. Random
trees are useful in many situations (testing, binary search, simulation of
physics phenomena,...). We summarize theoretical results on how par-
allelism can be extracted from this process, and we deduce a paral-
lel generation algorithm. The implementation faces several challenges,
among which e�cient, thread-safe random bit generation, memory man-
agement and algorithmic modi�cations for small-grain parallelism. Fi-
nally, we evaluate the performance of our implementation and the impact
of di�erent choices and parameters. We obtain a signi�cant e�ciency im-
provement for the generation of big trees. We also conduct empirical and
theoretical studies of the average behaviour of our algorithm.

1 Algorithms

The classical and naive implementation of a Galton Watson process can be found
in Algorithm ??. When processing a node, the algorithm generates a random bit.
If it is equal to 0, the node is a leaf. If it is equal to 1, the node is internal and
has two subtrees.

Algorithm 1: NaiveGaltonWatson

Data: a node n1

Result: A binary tree enrooted in n2

b← draw a random bit;3

if b = 1 then4

Add nodes n1 and n2 as node n's children;5

NaiveGaltonWatson(n1);6

NaiveGaltonWatson(n2);7

endif8

As one can see, it is both simple to implement and ine�cient. Double re-
cursivity ensures to obtain a lot of movements on the call stack. Also, since
Galton-Watson processes are branching ones, a natural way to obtain a parallel
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algorithm is the following: when a new node is created, its two subtrees are man-
aged by two di�erent threads (the main one and a new one). This method seems
to be ine�cient: as we will prove later in section ??, the new thread immediately
stops with probability 1

2 (the subtree is a leaf), and produces a small subtree of
size 4 in average.

A proper sequential implementation requires an iterative version of this algo-
rithm, using a stack of nodes instead of the call stack. As we will see in benchmark
section, this already improves the execution time drastically.

The idea of our algorithm is the following: parallel computation can improve
e�ciency but some of its aspects might have an overhead on the computation
time. In a multi-threaded environment, waking up a sleeping thread or creating a
new thread to perform part of the computation can indeed cost some time. Thus,
one needs to make sure that the new called thread will not halt too quickly.

In order to compute in parallel e�ciently, a thread should be spawned only
if it has �enough� work to do, in a sense that we want to improve the average
size of the generated subtree which is handled by a thread. Our idea is to use a
data structure to accumulate nodes to process and spawn a new thread when it
reaches a su�cient size, meaning that enough nodes are to be processed by this
thread.

In Algorithm ??, we use two linear data structures lds1 and lds2 to keep
track of the nodes that have to be processed. There is two advantages in doing
so. First it allows us to obtain a version of the algorithm which is theoretically
iterative inside a thread, which is faster than a recursive version. Then, it allows
us to solve the aforementioned problem. New nodes to process are pushed in
lds1, until its size reaches a given threshold t. New nodes are then pushed in
lds2. When it reaches size t, a new thread is spawned. This thread will manage
the nodes gathered in lds2.

Note that the size of lds1 is at most increased by 1 at each iteration of the
while loop. Therefore, when the algorithm starts �lling lds2, we have |lds1| = t.

1.1 Hybrid Algorithm

As we will later see in Section ??, Algorithm ?? is slower than Algorithm ??

when small objects are generated. Indeed, the parallel version requires additional
data structures whose cost is not negligible if the objects are small. Therefore, we
decided to add an algorithm which is a merge of Algorithm ?? and Algorithm ??:
at �rst the tree is generated sequentially, and once the linear data structure
reaches a given size the program switches to the parallel implementation.

1.2 Parallel increasing binary tree processes: Algorithms

In this section, we expect to describe a branching process that has the following
property: conditioned to stop after n steps, the tree structure obtained has to
be uniformly distributed belong the class of increasing trees of size n. The �rst
remark is that Boltzmann sampler have this property. Indeed, by de�nition,
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Algorithm 2: ParallelGaltonWatson (�rst called with a linear data struc-
ture containing the tree's root)

Data: a linear data structure lds1, a threshold t1

Result: A binary tree2

lds2 ← Create a linear data structure;3

while lds1 is not empty do4

if lds2 is empty then5

node n← pop(lds1);6

endif7

else8

node n← pop(lds2);9

endif10

b← draw a random bit;11

if b = 1 then12

Add nodes n1 and n2 as node n's children;13

if |lds1| < t then14

Push n1 and n2 into lds1;15

endif16

else17

Push n1 and n2 into lds2;18

if |lds2| >= t then19

Start ParallelGaltonWatson(lds2, t) on a new thread;20

lds2 ← Create a new linear data structure;21

endif22

endif23

endif24

endw25

these samplers (parametrized by x) draws an object of size n in a class C with

probability
cnx

n

n!C(x)
(in labeled case).

For this reason, in the sequel, we deal with branching processes derived from
a Boltzmann sampler for increasing binary trees. More precisely, we want to
parallelized the following Boltzmann sampler for the class of increasing binary
trees (T = Z � ? (1+ T 2)) described in ??:
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Algorithm 3: A recursive sampler for increasing binary trees

Data: a parameter τ1

Result: An increasing binary tree2

Draw U uniformly in the continuous interval [0, 1];3

τnew ← Uτ ;4

if Bernoulli

(
1

1 + τ2new

)
then

5

return a leaf6

else7

L := Γ[τnew ]T ;8

R := Γ[τnew ]T ;9

return a node with L and R respectively as left and right subtree;10

endif11

Due to lack of space, we do not fully describe the parallelized algorithm
for increasing trees (ParallelIncreasingTree). It is indeed su�cient to slightly
modify Algorithm ?? as follows:

� replace line 11 by:

• Draw a continuous uniform variable U on [0, 1]

• τ := Uτ

� replace line 12 by: IfBernoulli

(
1

1 + τ2

)
,

� replace the recursive call line 20 by a call to ParallelIncreasingTree.

2 Complexity Analysis

In this section we present theoretical result on the complexity of Algorithm ??.
The �rst theorem refers to a standard result on the maximal height of a Dyck
path. The second theorem sums up several results obtained with basic analytic
combinatorics ?. It is the �rst time such analysis has been conducted on paral-
lelized algorithm. Due to lack of space and since involved techniques are out of
the scope of this conference, fully detailed proofs will appear in another paper.

Theorem 1. The peak load P of our algorithm follows after normalization by
1

2
√
πn

a Theta law with expectation
√
πn.

Theorem 2. In a fully parallel model, our algorithm has the following proper-

ties:
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Time complexity First Thread Lifetime

Threshold Probability Expected Normalization Probabilistic Generating Expected

Distribution Value Function Value

1

Theta Law
√
πn

1

2
√
πn

u2

(u− 2)2
4n

n+ 3

2
1√
πn

u5

(3u2−4)2
17n2 − 8n+ 15

n2 + 8n+ 15

4 − u11

(u4−16u2+16)(u6−18u4+48u2−32) ∼ 69

3 Implementation details

We implemented this parallel algorithm using the task-oriented Intel Cilk frame-
work?. This model is particularly well suited for recursive processes such as the
Galton Watson process. Therefore, we implemented the program in C++.

3.1 Memory management

One of the key issues to ensure e�ciency is to avoid di�erent threads to access
the same memory zone. Mutual exclusion is necessary to avoid race conditions
and false sharing. Race conditions happen when multiple threads are accessing
the same memory zone, with at least one of them in write mode. They can
be solved by using locks and mutexes, which are expensive in terms of compu-
tational cost. False sharing happens when several threads are trying to access
areas of memory that distinct but located on the same cache line. In this case,
the operating system sequentializes the memory accesses, harming the parallel
performance. False sharing can be avoided by using padding in order to make
sure that variables that are accessed by di�erent threads are far enough from
each other.

In our implementation, most nodes are only accessible by the thread who
created them. A node contains the address of its two children. The children of
a node are necessarily created by the same thread and therefore both adjacent
in the memory. Since we ensure that the number of thread cannot overcome the
number of cores, we allocate to each thread a memory block corresponding to
future nodes. Once the block of a thread is �lled, we create a new block and add
it to the previous one, in the manner of an linked list. As a consequence, each
thread has its own area of memory which is seldomly accessed by other threads.
The only times it may happen is when a linear data structure of nodes is passed
from a thread t1 to a thread t2. In this case, thread t2 will access nodes in the
linear data structures which are stored in thread t1 memory space. Though, this
does not happen often and t1 do not access those nodes. Therefore, there is
few concurrency on memory accesses, and the implementation of these memory
blocks makes sure that nodes located in di�erent memory blocks are far enough
from each other in memory not to be stored on the same cache line. A program
can generate several trees in a row reusing the memory allocated for the previous
ones.
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3.2 Random Number Generation

In order to obtain random bits, we had to �nd a pseudorandom number generator
which would:

1. be as fast as possible,
2. waste as little random bit as possible.
3. have a huge period,
4. be thread-safe,

The naive way to draw a random bit in C/C++ would be to use the rand()%2
instruction. Though is technique is easy to implement, it is completely ine�cient:
the rand function is rather slow (one of its step is a huge multiplication), it is
neither reentrant nor thread safe, its period is 232 (which is insu�cient when
generating several huge objects) and �nally, this technique waste 31 random
bits since only the last one is kept.

The following described how we solved those problems.

Properties 3 and 4 Since the classical rand function is not adapted, we used a
pseudo random number generator from the Boost C++ libraries: the Mersenne
Twister.We used this method to generate pseudo uniform 32 bits integers. Its
period is 219937 and using a di�erent generator in each thread is su�cient to
guarantee it is thread-safe.

Properties 1 and 2 In order to avoid wasting random bits and accelerate the
computation, we used the pseudo random integer generator to obtain a bu�er
of random bits. Therefore, there is no wasted random bits, except the ones that
were left unused in the bu�er at the end of the program, which is negligible. Since
the random integer function is called 32 times less, this considerably accelerates
the computation. Preserving a bu�er from a call of a thread to another requires
it to be stored as a global variable. When the program starts, a tabular of bu�ers
is generated. The number of bu�ers is equal to the maximal number of threads
(i.e. the number of cores). Since this is a tabular which will be accessed by all
the thread, we had to use some padding technique to avoid concurrency in the
cache memory. Therefore, the size of the bu�ers is related to the size of a cache
line.

4 Experimental results

In this section, we present experimental results on the parallel generation of
random binary trees.

4.1 Experimental testbed

Mariapacum features two Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPUs running at 2.40 GHz, each
processor featuring 8 cores and 16 processing elements (with hyperthreading);
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therefore, this machine can run 32 threads in parallel. It has 32 GB of DDR4
RAM running at 1866 MHz and runs a Linux 3.13.0 kernel with an Ubuntu 14.10
distribution.

Maximum features an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU running at 3.40 GHz featuring
4 cores and 8 processing elements (with hyperthreading) ; therefore, this machine
can run 8 threads in parallel. It has 8 GB of DDR3 RAM running at 1333 MHz
and runs a Linux 3.2.0 kernel with a Debian Wheezy distribution.

Both Mariapacum and Maximum used the GCC implementation of Intel Cilk
from the speci�c branch of gcc 4.8.1. The code was compiled with -O3 optimiza-
tion �ag. In this section, we used the Maximum machine to generate some trees
that are presented here, and the Mariapacum machine for performance measure-
ments.

4.2 Performance

The goal for parallel generation of random trees can be two-fold: one might
want to generate a given number of random trees as quickly as possible, or one
might want to generate them individually as quickly as possible. Therefore, we
measured the generation time of each tree as well as the total time to generate
them. We performed the measurements using the clock_gettime() function
using the system-wide real-time clock CLOCK_REALTIME.

Generation time We �rst made a naive, direct implementation of the sequential
algorithm ?? using the Cilk framework. When a node chooses to spawn two
o�springs, one is handled by a new thread and the other one is handled by the
current thread. We present the performance of this algorithm on �gure ??. Not
only is it slower than the sequential implementation, but also it has a hard time
generating large trees because of poor memory management leading to crashes.

Fig. 1: Performance comparison between a naive, direct parallel implementation and
an sequential implementation.

Figure ?? shows the performance comparison between the optimized sequen-
tial implementation and the parallel implementation of algorithm ?? using the
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implementation details described in section ??, for di�erent numbers of threads.
In this section, we are calling the algorithm �the BCD algorithm�. For readability
purpose, we present two versions of this plot: one featuring all the points (�gure
??), and the other one using Bezier smoothing (�gure ??).

(a) All points (b) Bezier smoothing

Fig. 2: Performance comparison between an implementation of the parallel algorithm
(BCD algorithm) and a sequential one.

We can see that, for small numbers of cores, the parallel implementation is
slower that the sequential one. However, the parallel implementation is scalable,
in a sense that the more cores are used, the faster it is on large trees. As a
consequence, executions on 16 cores and on 32 cores are signi�cantly faster than
the sequential execution. However, the speedup is signi�cantly sublinear. This
algorithm does not achieve linear speedup because it is not trivial to parallelize,
but still, it runs signi�cantly faster when it can use several cores. However, the
parallel implementation is slower on small trees, as seen of �gure ??. Indeed,
since half of the generated trees are of size 1, 1/4 are of size 3, etc... a large
proportion of the generated trees are small.

As a consequence, the relatively slow generation of small trees harms the
total generation time, since the generator spends a lot of time generating a lot
of small trees. Table ?? presents the total generation time for for 105 random
trees using the sequential algorithm and the parallel one for di�erent numbers
of threads. Since the shape of the trees varies between executions, the sum of
the size of the generated trees may vary. Therefore, we are also presenting the
average time per generated node.

We can see that for small numbers of cores, when the generation time of
large trees does not have any gain from the parallelism, the total generation
time is higher than with the sequential generator. However, when 16 cores or
more are used, the total generation time bene�ts a signi�cant gain from the
parallel generation.

Hybrid implementation If we compare the overall performance of the hybrid
algorithm with the BCD algorithm for a threshold of 50, we can see that the
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hybrid algorithm is slightly faster on large trees as well. For a visual comparison,
we have selected a set of tree sizes and computed the average generation time
and size of the trees within an interval of width 4% centered on this size. Fig.
?? shows a comparison of these average times and sizes on 4 and 16 cores.
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Fig. 3: Comparison between the BCD and the hybrid algorithm (threshold=50).

Scalability In order to evaluate the scalability of the random tree generation,
we also used average measurements, in a similar way as on �gure ??. For each
chosen size, computed the average generation time and size of the trees within
an interval of width 4% centered on this size. ??

The scalability for di�erent tree sizes is represented on �gure ??. We can
see that the parallel algorithm scales up to 16 cores. Beyond 16 cores, it scales
on (very) large trees only. On small trees, it is always slower than the sequen-
tial version. The average scalability is represented on �gure ?? and shows that
overall, when generating a large number of random trees, the parallel version is
faster than the sequential one when it uses more than 12 cores.

4.3 Thread distribution

As announced in Section ??, if we were to have at least
√
n threads running in

parallel, a tree of size n could be generated in time Θ(
√
n) and the lifetime of

each thread would be a constant, independently of the threshold. For the time
being, the number of cores in our testbed is much smaller than

√
n. The Intel

Cilk Plus technology, used to manage the thread scheduling, will only spawn a
thread if there is an avalaible core. Otherwise, line 22 in Algorithm ?? is simply
a recursive call, dealt by the same thread. Therefore, in Figure ??, we compare
the theoretical results to real data.

In Figure ??, we show di�erent colored tree drawn on mariapacum with
di�erent maximum number of threads. This �gures can be found full-size on
http://lipn.fr/~coti/GWRT. As one can see, when reaching 32 threads on a
tree with thousands of nodes, the lifetime of a thread is close to the announced
result.
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Threshold 1

Threshold 2

Threshold 4

Fig. 4: Examples of tree obtained with Algorithm ??. Each color corresponds to a given
thread. Theses examples have been drawn on the machine named maximum (8 cores),
using di�erent thresholds. On both sides, the maximum nodes of the same color gives
us an lower bound on execution time. Trees nodes on the right side are colored exactly
according to the thread they were dealt with. To color the trees of the left side, we
used a trick: each time line 22 in Algorithm ?? is called, the color is changed. This is
equivalent to suppose that there is always an available core. Results obtained on the
left side matches the theoretical results.
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Fig. 5: Those trees show the real thread repartition on mariapacum, using respectively
2, 8, 16 and 32 cores. The spawn threshold is 2

Since those �gures cannot give a precise idea of the repartition of the number
nodes on each thread, we performed the following experiment: using the machine
maximum, we generated a hundred thousands of trees (with one million as a size
threshold) with di�erent threshold t to decide when to spawn a thread. In every
case, the percentage of total nodes dealt by a thread is equal to 1

number of cores

with more or less 2%. Since the exact values changes at each execution, we
decided not to show them.

5 Conclusion

This paper is a �rst attempt to apply parallelization techniques to random gener-
ators of classical combinatorial objects, and of analytic combinatorics to analyze
parallelized algorithm. It has been shown that parallelism can be really e�ective
in the context of Galton-Watson process. Nevertheless, Galton-Watson processes
involve new designs in parallelism due to the structure of the algorithm : "easy
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atomic calculations in the building step by step of a huge object" versus classical
parallel paradigm : "huge calculations employing relatively little data transfers".

This algorithm faces challenges that make it uneasy to parallelize. It cannot
achieve linear speedup like loosely-coupled parallel algorithms. However, we have
seen that on large trees and on average, the parallel version can be faster than
the sequential one. On applications that need to generate a lot of random trees
quickly or trees or a given, large size, our algorithm can bring a real gain on a
critical part of the code.

We restricted our study here in the simplest Galton-Watson process. But our
�rst goal is to introduce some modern techniques of analyze of algorithms in
the framework of parallel algorithms. We hope that, in the future, this approach
may enable, thanks to a better mastery of the mechanisms, to improve the
performance of some parallel algorithms.

A short-term aim is to extend our algorithm to more branching process such
as Boltzmann samplers for algebraic grammars.

# of cores Total # of nodes Total time (ns) Time/node

sequential 1596800836 41607768652 26.0569

2 262540208 12755732277 48.5858
4 1285440830 63047558264 49.0474
6 2233837696 113213679246 50.6812
8 1551473494 78011799991 50.2823
12 1922044532 55912161651 29.0899
16 1740545652 37855299369 21.7490
20 1372835138 33398715005 24.3282
24 1033549208 23374603084 22.6158
32 2053686232 34511869522 16.8048
Table 1: Total generation time for 105 trees using sequential and parallel algorithms.

# of cores Total # of nodes Total time (ns) Time/node

sequential 1596800836 41607768652 26.0569

2 437669506 22161865000 50.6360
4 1347758570 66869458996 49.6153
6 1668967800 80203904136 48.0559
8 1455811370 70687709227 48.5555
12 992757852 26237895957 26.4293
16 1703183328 32382584393 19.0129
20 1604106506 39184154650 24.4274
24 2097267062 46056855233 21.9604
32 2039037318 35248831442 17.2869

Table 2: Total generation time for sequential and hybrid parallel algorithms.
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